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In *The History of St. Monica*, Émile Bougaud (1823–1888) introduced his subject with the lofty claim that readers should sing such a biography rather than read it. Believing Monica had possessed “the most beautiful love that perhaps ever existed,” Bougaud encouraged mothers to look to her example and recognize “how divine is the strength with which God has endowed them in the interest of their children’s eternal salvation.” While such a statement may sound admirable, Bougaud goes on to explain that a mother’s divine strength consists of her ability to bring about her children’s salvation through her own steadfast will. Bougaud continues, “As regards the life of the body, a mother can do much; with regard to the life of the soul she can do all; and the world would be saved could we succeed in convincing mothers of this truth.” The author closes his work by praying to Monica and asking her to intercede for mothers throughout the world. Such erroneous conclusions, often built on hagiographic depictions, are common in the many Catholic biographies of Augustine’s mother.

At the other end of the spectrum, modern secular scholars have examined Monica from seemingly every angle and yet few have focused on her personal piety. From Elizabeth Clark’s literary theory study of the “Monica-functions” in *Confessions* to Anne-Marie Bowey’s conclusion that Monica provides “the feminine face of Christ,” many of these works reveal more about the presuppositions of the author than Monica. Modern readers of Augustine’s *Confessions* may wonder if there are other options for appreciating this fourth-century woman. To put it more bluntly, one might ask, “What can an evangelical Protestant learn from Monica, the mother of Augustine?” This essay will endeavor to answer that question by examining the life and piety of Monica as set forth in *Confessions*, with particular reference to her final days recounted in Book 9.17–37. As this study demonstrates, Monica is a helpful model of Christian piety because she practiced the biblical virtues of persistent prayer, confident faith, and humble service to others.

*THY HANDMAID: THE LIFE OF MONICA*

Augustine (354–430) wrote *Confessions* a decade after his mother’s death, and yet, Monica (331–387) is more prominent in the narrative than any of his...
contemporaries. Peter Brown notes that Confessions is ultimately a portrait of Augustine’s inner life, which was “dominated by one figure—his mother, Monica.”

Given the prevalence of Monica in Confessions, many details of her life are available in this work.

Monica was born in Thagaste, where she received a Berber name reminiscent of a pagan god. Although her hometown was under Donatist influence at the time, her parents trained her in the Catholic faith, with the help of a particularly godly servant in their home. She married a man named Patricius (d. 371), who was unfaithful to her throughout their early years together. Despite his hot temper and infidelity, Monica was a faithful wife and her husband became a Christian at the end of his life.

Monica gave birth to Augustine in 354 when she was 23 years old. From an early age, Augustine recognized, “My mother placed great hope in [God],” and she “was in greater labor to ensure my salvation than she had been at my birth.” Amidst years of tearful prayers, Monica became convinced that her wayward son would eventually return to the Catholic Church. She believed God had promised as much in a personal vision and had confirmed this promise through the prophetic words of her bishop, who proclaimed, “It cannot be that the son of these tears should be lost.”

For her part, Monica did all she could to ensure that the bishop’s words would come true. Although Augustine moved to Rome without her, she joined him in Milan when he settled there, braving the perilous journey over the Mediterranean courageously. In Milan, she befriended Ambrose, the well-known bishop of the city, and became a devoted member of his congregation. Soon, Augustine would famously turn from his sins to the Savior his mother had so long commended to him. Monica was the first to find out and rejoiced to see her many prayers coming to fruition. After years of faithfully crying out to God on behalf of her son, the Lord had turned her sadness into, in Augustine’s words, “joy far fuller than her dearest wish.”

Monica continued to live with her son after his conversion, when the two moved to Cassiciacum with several of Augustine’s friends. Many scholars have noted that Monica was not merely present at Cassiciacum but was active in the philosophical discourses that Augustine recorded. Brown contends that Augustine set forth Monica as “an oracle of primitive Catholic piety” in these works.

While Augustine and his mother intended to return to North Africa, Monica would only survive as far as Ostia, where she contracted a fever and soon died. His mother’s final days produced some of the most memorable scenes in the pages of Confessions, to which we will now turn our attention.

THE DEATH OF MONICA

Two weeks before Monica’s death, she and her son shared an experience that has intrigued scholars for centuries. In Augustine’s own words, “We were talking alone together and our conversation was serene and joyful.” In their discussion of the eternal life of the saints, Augustine describes the pair as ascending toward Truth until they “passed beyond” their own souls and reached “that place of everlasting plenty, where [God] feed[s] Israel forever with the food of truth.” In a climactic moment, Augustine exclaimed, “For one fleeting instant we reached out and touched [eternal Wisdom].” Such a preview of the world to come left Monica with little interest in this present life. God had answered her prayers for her son and she was now ready to die in peace.

While scholars have long been fascinated with the apparent mysticism in this scene, Augustine’s primary purpose for the story was to demonstrate Monica’s readiness for her pending death. Unlike various other scenes in Confessions, he did not slow the narrative with philosophical reflection, but rather quickly moved on to his point: “It was about five days after this, or not much more, that she took to her bed with a fever.”

On her deathbed, Monica told her sons that she was not concerned about the place of her burial, which Augustine saw as fruit of her spiritual maturity and detachment from the world. Within days, he reported, “Her pious and devoted soul was set free from the body.” Monica’s sojourn in this world came to a quiet end, but she left behind a legacy that has endured for generations.
REFLECTIONS ON MONICA’S PIETY
One can appreciate Monica’s devotion to the Lord and humble faith, despite misgivings about some of the particulars of her theology. This section will briefly highlight the commendable elements of Monica’s piety.

PERSISTENT PRAYER
For centuries, the church has recognized Monica as a model of persistent prayer and motherly devotion. From the beginning of his life to the end of hers, Monica faithfully prayed for her son and sought his conversion. Although Wills contends that “too much is often made of her role in Augustine’s life,” this opinion can be traced to Augustine himself. He understood her prayers to be instrumental in his conversion and praised her persistent prayer in several of his works.

Bougaud was correct to identify the divine strength available to mothers through prayer, but he was woefully wrong about its source. There are no “divine powers attached to maternity,” as he argued. However, Christian mothers have access to something far greater. Rather than looking inside themselves as Bougaud recommends, mothers can seek out the Lord and trust their children to His sovereign mercy. Monica understood this doctrine better than many of her biographers have, and God, in His grace, did not “despise her tears when she asked…that the soul of her son might be saved.”

CONFIDENT FAITH
A second noteworthy aspect of Monica’s piety was her confidence in the Lord. Once she received a dream confirming that her son would one day become a Christian, she appeared to rest in this promise. Her unwavering confidence was evident in the noticeable change in her demeanor and strategy toward Augustine after the dream. When she learned of her son’s rejection of the Manichees, for example, she calmly viewed it as only the beginning of his transformation. While Monica had taken matters into her own hands in Thagaste and frequently implored her bishop to speak with her son, in Milan she seemed to wait quietly on the Lord, even with the eloquent Ambrose available as a resource. Her faith had matured and it altered her approach to her wayward son.

HUMBLE SERVICE
A final significant aspect of Monica’s piety was her humble service to others. While Monica’s marriage with Patricius was hardly a model Christian union, her faithfulness to him and patience with his infidelity are commendable. Augustine recognized that she submitted to Patricius with an evangelistic aim and praised her for her commitment to her husband’s salvation. As Augustine saw it, “The virtues with which [God] had adorned her, and for which [Patricius] respected, loved, and admired her, were like so many voices constantly speaking to him of [God].” The “many voices” of Monica’s piety were pivotal in both her unfaithful husband and wayward son eventually coming to Christ.

Whether in her home or at the country estate in Cassiciacum, Monica strived to be a servant who considered the needs of others greater than her own. Such humble service caught the attention of Ambrose, won her husband to Christ, and earned the admiration of Augustine and countless others since.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, there is much to appreciate about Monica, the mother of Augustine. Through persistent prayer, confident faith, and humble service, she remained faithful through a difficult marriage, the wayward wanderings of her son, and even in her final days. Her legacy commends to future generations not a divine strength inherent to the office of motherhood, but rather the incredible way that God can use someone devoted to himself and his purposes. Despite the confusion that may surround her history, Monica remains a worthy subject for study and reflection. When properly understood, the “many voices” of her piety can speak of God in the present day even as they did so long ago.
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